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Introduction
This course follows on from your studies in National 5 Engineering Science. If you have not
previously studied Engineering Science it is essential that you study the online materials at
www.technologyinthemearns.net . Specifically, this unit of work continues on from learning in
the following units:
Systems
Electronics




By the end of this topic you will be expected to meet the following success criteria:
1 - Develop analogue electronic control systems by:

1.1 Designing and
constructing
circuits using
sensor inputs
and BJT
drivers

1.2 Designing and
constructing
circuits using
sensor inputs
and MOSFET
drivers

1.3 Designing and
constructing
operational
amplifier
circuits

1.4 Testing and
evaluating analogue
electronic solutions
against a
specification

Before You Start...
Analogue electronic circuits use a variety of components to transfer signals from input devices
to output devices. They process signals by altering their voltage or current. Analogue
electronics have many applications including medical engineering, communications, computer
systems, energy, instrumentation, entertainment and media to name but a few.
It is assumed from your studies at National 5 you will already have an understanding of:




The differences
between analogue and
digital signals

voltage

voltage

O

Ohms Law
time



Calculating power



The voltage divider rule



Transistor switching
circuits and sensor
circuits

Of

time
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Voltage Dividers
Any system can be broken down into input, process and output. Input transducers in
electronics convert one energy form into another energy form.
Changes in the resistance of an input transducer must be converted to changes in voltage
before the signal can be processed. This is normally done by using a voltage divider circuit.
You must understand one of the key rules of electronics - voltage is the same in parallel.
This means that any component connected in parallel to either the top half or bottom half of the
voltage divider will have the same voltage as that part of the voltage divider.
Vs

R1

Voltage divider circuits work on the basic electrical
principle that if two resistors are connected in series
across a supply, the voltage load across each of the
resistors will be proportional to the value of the
resistors. To calculate the voltage across any one
resistor in a voltage divider, we can use either of the
following equations, which are both known as the
voltage divider rule:
V1 = (R1/Rt) x Vs

R2

V2 = (R2/Rt) x Vs
V1/V2 = R1/R2

0V

Remember: Voltage doesn’t move through a circuit.
Voltage causes current to move through a circuit!
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Assignment 1 - Voltage Dividers
Calculate the missing values from each of the following circuits:
(a)

(c)

(b)

5V

9V

12V

10k

2k

3k

Vout

5k
0V

0V

(d)

(e)

24V

12V

100R

240R

4k7

15k

Vout

0V

(f)
30V

6k6

3k3

Vout

10R

Vout

20R

0V

0V

0V

(g)

(h)

(i)

10V

5V
3k3

R2 = ?

0V

R2 = ?

0V

Vout

12V

10k

2V

Vout

R1 = ?

2k

1.5V

9V

0V
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The Transistor - A Current Amplifier
From your studies at National 5 you will already be aware that a transistor acts as an electronic
switch that switches on when the voltage across the base-emitter junction is 0.7V. However,
the transistor also performs an invaluable function - it acts as a current amplifier.
Input transducers rarely produce enough current, or sometimes voltage, to provide sufficient
power for most applications. Their outputs must be amplified. Circuits that amplify signals often
make use of a separate power supply and are known as active circuits, as opposed to passive
circuits which use only non-amplifying components such as resistors and capacitors.
The most common active device in active electronic systems is the bipolar junction transistor.
This is often referred to as a BJT or transistor for short. There are 2 types available: NPN or
PNP.

Collector

Collector



NPN transistors
operate when the
base is Positive



PNP transistors
operate when the
base is Negative

Base

Base

Emitter

Emitter

pnp Type

npn Type

When the emitter and the voltage divider are connected to the same ground line, a small
current flowing between the base and emitter junction will allow a large current to flow
between the collector and emitter - the base current is amplified. The current gain of the
transistor is the amount by which the base current is amplified and is know as h fe.

Ib

x hfe

Ic

or

hfe =

Ic
Ib
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Transistor Notation
The following terms are used in transistor circuits and calculations:
Ic
Ib
Ie
Vcc
Vb
Ve
Vce
Vbe
VL

- Collector current
- Base current
- Emitter current
- Voltage of supply (relative to ground line)
- Voltage at the base junction (relative to ground line)
- Voltage at the emitter junction (relative to ground line)
- Voltage between the collector and emitter junction
- Voltage between the base and emitter junction
- Voltage over the load resistor

Vcc

RL

VL

Ic
Rb

Ib
Vce
Vbe

Vin

Vb
Ve

Vc

Ie
Re

Ve
0V

It can be seen from the diagram that:
Vb = Vbe + Ve
VCC = VL + Vce + Ve …..etc.
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As you have previously learned, a small current flowing between the base and emitter will allow a large current to flow between the collector and emitter.
It can be seen that: Ie = Ib + Ic

c

Since Ib is usually much smaller than Ic,
it follows that Ie is approximately = Ic
The current gain (or amplification) of the transistor is
defined as the ratio of collector current : base
current.

b

So...current gain = collector current / base current
b

hfe =

c

Ic
e

Ib

Assignment 2 - Transistors
1.
2.
3.

Calculate the current gain of a transistor if the collector current is measured to be 10mA
when the base current is 0.25mA
Calculate the collector current through a transistor is the base current is 0.3mA and h fe =
250
What collector current would be measured in a BC107 transistor if the base current is
0.2mA and hfe = 100?
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Transistor Switching Circuits
You will have learned from your studies at National 5 that a transistor will switch on when
Vbe = 0.7V. Provided Vbe = 0.7V the collector current and base current will be directly
proportional as Ib is multiplied by the current gain hfe to give Ic. This is known as the linear
range.
In fact, the transistor will start to switch on before 0.7V, usually at around 0.6V. However, when
Vbe is between 0.6V and 0.7V the current gain is not constant thus it is not easy to calculate or
predict what the output current Ic will be. This is known as the non-linear range.
A well designed transistor switching/amplifier circuit will not use the non-linear range of the
transistor, thus we will assume that the transistor switches on at 0.7V, and amplifies the current
by the constant number for hfe. 0.7V is known as the saturation voltage.
Example:
If the transistor is ON, calculate the collector
current and Vce if hFE=200 and VCC = 9V.
Step 1:
Calculate the voltage dropped across the
base resistor. In this case the base resistor
is connected directly to Vcc so the
calculation is:
V = Vcc - Vb
= 9 - 0.7
= 8.3V
Step 2:
Calculate the base current using
Ohm’s law:
Ib = V / R
= 8.3 / 150000
= 5.53 x 10=5 A
Calculate Ic:
Ic = hfe x Ib
= 200 x 5.53 x 10-5
= 0.011 A
Calculate voltage across RL using
Ohm’s law:
VL = Ic x RL
= 0.011 x 470
= 5.2 V
Therefore Vce = 9 - 5.2
= 3.8V
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Assignment 3
1.

A 6V, 60 mA bulb is connected to the collector of a transistor as shown.

If the gain of the transistor is
30, determine the size of the
base resistor Rb required to
ensure that the bulb
operates at its normal
brightness.

2.

Calculate the resistance of the thermistor if the current gain of the transistor h fe = 20.
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Voltage Amplification
Although the transistor is a current amplifier, it can easily be modified to amplify voltage by the
inclusion of a load resistor, RL in the collector and/or emitter line.

Vcc
VL

RL

Since the current through the load resistor (Ic) has
increased, the voltage over RL has increased
(VL = IcRL) and hence Vout has decreased. (Vout =
VCC - V-L)

Ic
Ib

Here, applying the voltage Vin to the base gives rise
to the base current Ib. This in turn causes a
proportional increase (depending on the gain) in the
collector current Ic .

BFY50
Vout

The voltage gain of any amplifier is defined as:
Voltage gain = Vout / Vin

Vin

Av = Vo / Vi

0V
Vcc
Example:

1k

Calculate the voltage gain of this circuit if Vin
=1.7 V, hFE = 100 and VCC = 6V.
Step 1:
Calculate Ve:
Ve = Vin - 0.7
= 1.7v – 0.7
=1V
Step 2:

Vout
Vin

2k
0V

Calculate current through Re using Ohm’s
Law:
Ie = Ve = 1 = 0.5 mA
Re
2k
Step 3:
Calculate the voltage over RL (remember Ic
= Ie):
VL = Ic x RL
= 0.5 mA x 1k
= 0.5 V
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Vcc

Step 4:
Calculate the output voltage:
Vout = VCC - VL
= 6 - 0.5
= 5.5 V

1k

0.5V
0.5mA

Step 5:

6.0V

Calculate the voltage gain:
Av = Vo = 5.5
Vi
1.7

0.7V
5.5V

= 3.2

1.7V
1.0V

2k2
0.5mA

0V

Assignment 4
A transistor of very high current gain is connected to a 9 Volt supply as shown. Determine the
output voltage and the voltage gain when an input of 3 Volts is applied.

Vcc
2k

Vout

Vin
4k7

0V
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Assignment 5
1.

Assume Ic(max) for the transistor shown below is 100 mA and hFE is 200.

9V

Rb

Calculate:
(a)

the maximum allowable base
current.

(b)

the size of protection base
resistor required (remembering
Vbe = 0.7V, and R = V/I)

Vin = 5V
0V

2.

An NTC thermistor is used in the circuit shown beow to indicate if the temperature falls
too low. When the bulb is on the current through it is 60 mA.

6V
10k

RESISTANCE()
2000

GRAPH OF R/T
FOR
NTC THERMISTER

1500
1000

-t

500

TEMP(C)

0V
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

10

20

30

40

If hFE for the transistor is 500, determine the base current required to switch on the bulb.
What voltage is required at the base of the transistor to ensure that the bulb indicator
switches ON?
Calculate the voltage dropped over, and hence the current through the 10 k resistor.
Calculate the current through the thermistor and the resistance of the thermistor when the
bulb is ON?
Using the information on the graph, determine at what temperature the bulb would come
ON.
How could the circuit be altered so that the bulb would come on at a different
temperature?
How could the circuit be altered so that the bulb would come when the temperature is too
high?
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Assignment 6
For each of the circuits shown below, calculate:
i)
the emitter voltage ii)
the emitter current
(a)

iii)

the base current

(b)

10V

1k

12V

4k

hFE = 200

2k

hFE = 50

100R

2k

1k
0V

0V
(d)

(c)

9V

5V

2k

3k
hFE = 200

2k

hFE = 100

220R

6k
0V

470R
0V
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Driving Large Loads
In some circumstances, the current (or voltage)
required to operate an output transducer may be
too large for a transistor to handle e.g. for heating
elements, heavy motors or for machines operating
from the mains supply, etc. In these circumstances,
the transistor circuit can be used to drive a relay.
The contacts of the relay are then used in a
separate circuit to operate the output transducer.
Note the diode protects the transistor from back
EMF. Back EMF is produced when the relay
switches position.
However, if you want to drive a large load using the
same power supply you must use a Darlington
Pair.

Darlington Pair
To achieve more current gain, more than one
transistor can be used. By increasing the gain,
switching in the circuit becomes more immediate
and only a very small base current is required.
For the circuit to operate, both transistors would
need to be saturated. As it takes 0.7 V to saturate
one transistor, it takes 1.4 V to saturate a Darlington
Pair.
The current gain of the "pair" is equal to the product
of the two individual hFE's. E.g. if two transistors,
each of gain 50 are used, the overall gain of the pair
will be 50 x 50 = 2500

hfe total = hfe1 x hfe2
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Assignment 7
1.

For the circuit shown below calculate:

a) The gain of the pair
b) The emitter current
c) The base current

2.

For the circuit shown below, the gain of Tr1 is 150 and the gain of Tr2 is 30. Calculate:

a) The overall gain of the Darlington pair
b) The base current required to give a current of 100mA through the load resistor
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The MOSFET - A Transconductance Amplifier
Another option for driving large loads is to use a MOSFET - Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field
Effect Transistor. Whilst a transistor is a current amplifier, meaning current input is amplified to
give current output, the MOSFET is a transconductance amplifier. This means the size of the
output current will vary according to the size of the input voltage.

G= Gate
D = Drain
S = Source

In an n-type MOSFET, the field channel is negative. This means that when the gate voltage is
low, the circuit is incomplete. However, when the gate voltage reaches the threshold voltage,
the circuit completes as can be seen from the diagrams below.
GATE
Metal
Oxide
Semiconductor
Field
Effect

SOURCE

DRAIN

}

Transistor

A MOSFET can operate in enhancement mode. This means when there is no voltage on the
gate there is in effect no channel. This means the device will not conduct. A channel can be
produced by the application of voltage to the gate. In linear mode, the greater the gate voltage,
the better the device conducts
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MOSFET Calculations
For a given MOSFET, the size of the current between the Drain and Source will therefore
depend on the Gate voltage (VGS) and the voltage between the Drain and Source (VDS).
Like a bipolar transistor, if the Gate voltage is
below a certain level (the threshold value,
VT), no current will flow between the Drain
and Source (the MOSFET will be switched
off).
If the Gate voltage is above VT, the MOSFET
will start to switch on.
Increasing the Gate voltage will increase the
thickness of the channel, increasing the
number of charge carriers in the channel and
hence increasing ID.
For a given value of VGS, increasing VDS
increases the current until saturation occurs.
Any further increase will cause no further
increase in ID. The MOSFET is fully ON and
can therefore be used as a switch.
Saturation occurs when the voltage between
the gate and the source minus the threshold
voltage is equal to the voltage between the
drain and the source.

VDS = VGS - VT

ID = ID (on)

When saturation occurs, the current at ID is
the same as it was before saturation.

ID

When saturation occurs, the resistance of the
channel, RDS, is normally low (RDS(on) less
than 1 for power MOSFET’s)

ID(on)

VGS>VT

All other transistor rules apply. For example,
rather than Vcc = Vout + Vload we can now
say Vcc = Vds + Vload.

VDS
VDS(sat)
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Assignment 8
The threshold gate voltage for the MOSFET shown below is 2V. Calculate the gate voltage
required to ensure that a saturation current of 10 mA flows through the load resistor.

Calculating Transconductance
MOSFETs can be designed to handle very high drain currents, this means that they can be
used to drive high current output transducers drivers without the need for relay switching
circuits (unlike the bipolar transistor).
The load resistor could be any output transducer, bulb, motor,
relay etc. Since MOSFET’s are particularly sensitive to high
voltages, care must be taken to include a reverse biased
diode over transducers that may cause a back EMF when
switched off.

Vcc

RL

A variable resistor can be used in a voltage divider circuit and
adjusted to ensure that the input voltage to the gate = V T.
Changes in VGS above the threshold value causes changes in
ID. Whereas the performance of a bipolar transistor is
measured by its’ amplification (hfe), the performance of a FET
is measured by its transconductance (gm) and is calculated
using the formula:

Vin

0V
Vcc

gm = ID / VGS
gm is measured in Amps per Volt (AV-1)

RL

MOSFETs connected as shown are said to be in commonsource mode (c.f. common-emitter mode for bipolar
transistors).

0V
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Assignment 9
Construct or simulate the circuit shown below. Vary the light level on the LDR and measure
values to allow you to plot a graph of Id against Vgs. What do you notice?

The Push-Pull Driver
NPN bipolar transistors and n-type enhancement MOSFETs operate when the base or gate is
made positive with respect to the zero volt line.
PNP and p-type MOSFETs operate off negative signals.
A push-pull amplifier consists of one of each type of bipolar transistor (or MOSFET) connected
in series with a + and - supply rail.

+
NPN
Vin
PNP

RL

If Vin is Positive with respect to 0V, the NPN
transistor will switch on, current will flow from
the + supply line through the collector-emitter
junction, through the load resistor down to the
0Volt line

If Vin is Negative with respect to 0V, the PNP
OV transistor will switch on, current will flow from
the 0Volt line through load resistor, through the
emitter-collector junction, to the - supply line.
_

The direction of current flow through the load
resistor will therefore depend on whether the
input voltage is positive or negative. If the load
resistor is replaced by a motor, the direction of
rotation of the motor can be altered dependent
on the input voltage.
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Assignment 10
A MOSFET output-driver circuit provides current a motor controlling a crane. The graph below
shows the operational characteristics of the output-driver circuit. Lines A, B, C, D, and E show
the characteristics of the MOSFET for five different gate-source voltages (VGS). Line F shows
the characteristics of the motor.

For a signal of 4 V on the microcontroller output pin:
(i) Determine the Drain-Source Voltage
(ii) Determine the Drain Current
(iii) Calculate the power dissipated in the MOSFET
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The Operational Amplifier
As you have now learned, transistors or BJTs can be used to amplify current whilst MOSFETs
can be used as transconductance amplifiers. To amplify voltage we must use an Operational
Amplifier, or Op-Amp for short.
Op-Amps can be used in a variety of different configurations to perform many different
mathematical functions. These include multiplication (amplification), division (attenuation),
addition and subtraction. Op-Amps can also be configured to perform more complex functions
including differentiation and integration, although this is beyond the scope of what you will
learn at Higher level.
POSITIVE SUPPLY
LINE (+Vcc)

An ‘ideal’ amplifier should have the
following qualities:


INVERTING
INPUT
OUTPUT

NON-INVERTING



INPUT



NEGATIVE SUPPLY

An infinite input resistance so
very little current is drawn from
the source (V=IR)
Zero output resistance so all
voltage output is transferred to
the output
An extremely high gain
No output when the input is 0,
though this is rarely achieved.

LINE (-Vcc)

It can be seen from the diagram that the op. amp. has two inputs. The op. amp. is designed as
a differential amplifier i.e. it amplifies the difference between the two input voltages. The two
inputs are indicated by a "-" and "+".
A positive signal to the "-" input is amplified and appears as a negative signal at the output.
Because of this, the "-" input is known as the inverting input A positive signal to the "+" input is
amplified and appears as a positive signal at the output. The "+" input is known as the noninverting input. If both inputs are exactly the same i.e. there is no difference, then the output
should be zero.
An op-amp connected as shown above is known as open loop mode as there is no
connection between the output and the input. In open loop mode the gain of an op-amp is
typically very high, usually around 100000. This means that if there is any difference between
the two input voltages, this difference will be amplified by 100000.

Voltage gain = Vout / Vin
Vout
Av =

Vin

An op-amp can only supply a maximum output of 85% of it’s supply voltage.
If the supply voltage is 10V, the maximum possible output is 8.5V. In this
condition the op-amp is said to be saturated.
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Assignment 11
1.

2.

If V(at non - inverting input) = 3.10 V and V
(at inverting input) = 3.11 V. Calculate the
input voltage difference and hence the
output voltage if the gain is known to be
100.
The gain of an op. amp. is known to be
100,000. If the output voltage is 10 V,
calculate the input voltage difference.

POSITIVE SUPPLY
LINE (+Vcc)
INVERTING
INPUT
OUTPUT

NON-INVERTING
INPUT
NEGATIVE SUPPLY

3.

The gain of an op. amp. is known to be
200,000. If V(at non - inverting input) = 2.5
V and V (at inverting input) = 2.2 V,
calculate the output voltage.

LINE (-Vcc)

The answer to question 3 is obviously unrealistic since the output voltage from an op. amp.
cannot be greater than the supply voltage.
As the output of the op. amp. increases, saturation starts to occur and a "clipping" effect will
be noticed. This normally occurs when the output reaches 85% of VCC
Any further increase in the input will cause no further increase in the output since the op. amp.
has reached saturation.
The inherent voltage gain of an op. amp. (i.e. when no external components are connected) is
designed to be very large (200,000 in some cases). This is sometimes called the open loop
gain, Ao. If saturation does not occur then the two input voltages to the chip must be (almost)
equal. Any small difference would be amplified by Ao and produce saturation.
In order to reduce the gain, a small part of the output signal is fed back to the inverting input
through a feedback resistor, Rf.

Rf

Since this signal is going to the inverting input, it is a form of negative feedback and has the
effect of reducing the overall gain of the circuit. The closed loop voltage gain, AV, of the
circuit will depend on the circuit configuration.
N.B. Irrespective of the configuration, the feedback resistor is always connected to the
inverting input.
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The Inverting Amplifier
The signal is connected to the inverting input through an input resistor (R1).
The non-inverting input is connected to ground either directly or through a biasing resistor Rb.
(if used, Rb should have the equivalent resistance as R1 and Rf connected in parallel).

Rf

Characteristics of the inverting amplifier:
closed loop voltage gain Av = - Rf / R1

R1

(negative sign indicates inversion)
input resistance of the circuit = R1

Vin

Vout
0V

Note: the gain is only a function of R1
and Rf and not dependent on the open
loop gain.

Worked example
An op. amp. is used in a circuit as shown above with R 1 = 15 k and Rf = 470 k.
Calculate the gain of the circuit and determine the output voltage when an input signal of 0.2 v
is applied.
Step 1
Calculate the gain

Av  

Rf
R1



470k
 3133
.
15k

Step 2
Calculate the output voltage
Vout = Av x Vin = - 31.33 x 0.2 = - 6.266 V
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Assignment 12
1.

A thermocouple known to produce an output of 40 µV per 0C is connected to an op-amp
circuit as shown below.

1M
THERMO-COUPLE

10k

Vout
0V
(a)
(b)

Calculate the gain of the circuit.
Determine the output voltage if the thermocouple is heated to a temperature of 1000 oC.

For an inverting amplifier, the sign of the output voltage is the opposite of the input voltage. In
order to obtain the same sign, the output signal could then be fed through another inverter (with
Rf = R1, so that the gain = -1).
2.

For the circuit below the light level is 50 lux, calculate:

a) The resistance of the LDR
b) The voltage gain of the operational amplifier
c) The current flowing through load resistor RL.
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The Non-Inverting Amplifier
The signal is connected directly to the non-inverting input. This means that the output voltage
is always high if the input voltage is high and always low if the input voltage is low. Rf and R1
form a voltage divider, this feeds back some of the output signal to the inverting input signal.
This ensures the output is non-inverting. Note there are two ways to draw the non-inverting op
amp.

Characteristics of the non - inverting amplifier:
closed loop voltage gain Av = 1 + Rf/R1
(no inversion, gain is positive)
input resistance of the circuit = input resistance of the op. amp. (very high)
Note: because of the high input resistance, this circuit is useful when input transducers do not
provide large currents.

Assignment 13
1.

A circuit for a light meter is shown below. In bright sunlight the LDR has a resistance of
1K. In the shade its resistance increases to 15K.

+8V

50k

(a)
(b)

LDR

15k

Determine the voltages that would appear on
the voltmeter in both light conditions.
How could the circuit be altered to indicate
changes in temperature?

100k

0V
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The Voltage Follower
This is a special case of the non-inverting amplifier in which 100% negative feedback is
obtained by connecting the output directly to the inverting input.
Since Rf = 0, the gain of this circuit is 1 i.e. The output
voltage = input voltage.
The practical application of this circuit is that it has a
very high input resistance and a very low output
resistance. It is therefore used in matching a source
that can only produce a low current to a load which has
a low resistance.

Vout

Vin

0V

AA

Voltage followers are also often used to
compartmentalise circuits to improve safety and
reliability.

The Summing Amplifier
Here, two (or more) signals are connected to the inverting input via their own resistors. The
op-amp effectively amplifies each input in isolation of the others and then sums the outputs.
Each input signal is amplified by the appropriate amount (see inverting mode)

Rf

Vout  ( 

R1
R2
V1
V2

Rf
R1

Vout   R f (
Vout
0V SD





 V1 )  ( 

Rf
R2

 V2 )

V1 V2

 .......)
R1 R2

any number of inputs can be
added in this way.
Rf affects the gain of every
input.
if all the resistors are the same
size, then the gain for each
input will be -1 and
Vout = - ( V1 + V2 + V3 + ......)
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Assignment 14
1.

Determine the output voltage for the circuit shown below
10k
4V
5k
INPUTS

10k

2V
2k
1V

V out

0V AA

2.

In your jotter draw a modified circuit diagram to show how the circuit could be improved to
ensure Vout is positive.

Control Systems Revision
From your studies at National 5 you should understand that there are 2 broad categories of
control system - open loop control, and closed loop control. In closed loop control the output is
continually monitored and this signal is then fed back to the input stage which in turn will
decide is the output needs to be adjusted.
Shown below is a control diagram for an automatic heating system.

The desired heat is selected using the temperature selector, thus the heater will switch on. The
output from the heater is monitored by the temperature sensor and this value is compared to
the desired temperature by the ……………………………….. If there is a difference between
the desired temperature and the actual temperature the heater will be adjusted accordingly so
that eventually the output from the heater should be exactly the same as the value set by the
user. In this way the system is said to have automatic closed-loop control.
This control could be provided by one of two op-amp configurations, either the comparator or
the difference amplifier, as both of these configurations have two inputs and will give an
output if there is a difference between the two. One input will be the desired temperature, and
the other input will be the actual temperature.
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The Comparator
As the same suggests, the comparator compares its 2 inputs and gives an output signal if
there is a difference.
Looking at the diagram, is this op amp connected in
open loop or closed loop mode?
……………………………………………..
V1

Based on this finding, what can you determine
about the gain of the op amp?

Vout

V2

…………………………………………….
0V

AA

Because of this, we have no way of controlling the value of the output voltage Vout. All we can
say is that if there is a difference between the reference voltage and the input voltage, this will
be amplified by the open loop gain of the op amp, and thus the output will either be fully
positive or fully negative.
This is known as two-state control.
Complete the graph below to show how the output voltage will vary over time.
Voltage

Desired Vout
Av = Ao
Hence if V2>V1, Vout = +
If V2<V1, Vout = Commonly used in control
circuits where the output is
simply switched on or off






Actual Vout

Time
The example circuit shown on the right
switches on an LED if temperature falls
below a preset level.
The first voltage divder, with Vr, is used
to adjust the preset level. This is known
as the reference voltage.
The second voltage divider measures
the temperature.
The comparator compares these two
signals and will switch the LED on or
off.

6V
Vr
V1
V2

-t

LED
0V
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Assignment 15
Describe the operation of the circuit shown below and state the purpose of the variable resistor
Vr and the fixed resistor Rb for clarity, the d.c. power supply has not been shown)

Rb

Vr
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The Difference Amplifier
As the name suggests, the difference amplifier will give an output if there is a difference
between its 2 inputs. This may also be known as differential mode.

Rf
R1

R2

V1
V2

R3

Vout

Looking at the diagram you can
see that each input has a
feedback resistor and an input
resistor. Based on this, what
can you say about the gain of
the op amp in differential
mode?
…………………………………

0V

In this configuration, the op amp looks at its two inputs and decided if there is a difference
between them. If there is a difference this is then multiplied by the gain of the op amp. Thus if
there is a large difference then it will produce a large output, if there is a small difference then
there is a small output. This is called proportional control, as the output signal is proportional
to the difference between the inputs.
Complete the graph below to show how the output voltage will vary over time.

Voltage

Desired Vout




Actual Vout



Time

Av = Rf / R1
Vout = Rf/R1 x (V2-V1)
Output will be zero if both
inputs are equal
Commonly used where
output conditions must be
carefully controlled
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Assignment 16
1.

Two strain gauges are connected to a difference amplifier as shown.

6V
Ra

42k

Rb




4k2
Y

RA = RB = 1 k
when not under strain, Rg1 =
Rg2 = 200

X
390R
Rg
1

Vout

Rg2

39k
0VAA

(a)
(b)
(c)

Calculate the voltage at X and Y when both gauges are not under strain and hence
determine the output voltage of the amplifier.
As the strain of Rg2 increases, its resistance increases from 200 to 210 , determine the
new output voltage.
What would you expect to happen to the output voltage if both gauges were put under the
same amount of strain?

2.

A music venue uses a lamp as a lighting effect, whose brightness varies proportionally
with the sound level measured by a sound sensor.

(a)

Complete the control circuit by adding a suitable op-amp.
12V

3.

Which configuration of op-amp would be most suitable for the following closed loop
control applications? In each case, please explain your answer:

(a)
(b)
(c)

An automatic street light
A temperature monitoring system in an incubator for premature babies
An automatic pilot system on board an airliner
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4.

An amplifier is required to increase the size of the signal from an electric guitar. Design
and simulate an op-amp circuit, which will amplify output voltages in the range 0–1V from
the guitar to voltages in the range 0-3V.

5.

The circuit shown below is used to control the operation of a motorised valve in a centralheating system. The motor should operate when the room temperature sensed by the
thermistor is 16 ºC.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Calculate the required value of resistor RV.
Calculate the minimum required gain of the transistor.
Explain the reason for the inclusion of a diode in this circuit.

The motorised valve is to be replaced by another unit containing a motor rated at 24 V, 50 W.
This motor requires a Darlington Pair driver circuit.
(d)
(e)

Calculate the minimum current gain required to operate the new valve.
Sketch the required transistor circuit.

The first transistor in the Darlington Pair is a BC182L with an hfe of 120.
(f)

Calculate the minimum required current gain for the second transistor in the Darlington
Pair.
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6.

The circuit shown below is used to amplify the signal produced by a flow sensor in part of
a chemical plant.

(a)
(b)
(c)

State the name of the op-amp configuration used in the circuit shown above.
Explain the reasons for the inclusion of the second op-amp in this circuit..
Calculate the required value of resistor, R, so that Vout reaches its maximum value when
Vin is 0·68 V.

7.

The circuit shown below is used in a light-sensing system for a camera.

(a)
(b)

Calculate the output voltage, Vout, when the light level is 80 lux.
Determine the minimum light level that this system can respond to before the operational
amplifier (op-amp) saturates.

MOSFET transistors are used in the camera.
(c)

State two advantages of a MOSFET transistor, when compared with a bipolar transistor.
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8.

An engineering technician is testing the circuit shown below to determine the gain of the
bipolar junction transistor (BJT) .

(a)

Determine the light level to fully saturate the transistor. Refer to the graph shown, which
shows how the resistance of the LDR responds to light level. Assume VBE = 0·7 V.

The two currents measured at A1 and A2 were 1·2 mA and 110 mA respectively.
(b)

Calculate the hFE value.
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9.

An electronic engineer is designing an op-amp control system for a laser level device and
has developed the following specification:






The voltage which represents the laser being horizontal is 4·0 V
The accelerometer produces an output in the range 10–30 mV
The output from the accelerometer must be amplified to a range of 2·0–6·0 V
The amplified range should be compared to the desired level voltage (4·0 V), and the
difference between them amplified by 3·0 to produce the output.

(a)

Complete the op-amp control system below. Show all working and component values.
You do not need to show the +ve and −ve supplies to the op-amps.

An electronic engineer decided that one of the platform levelling motors would be controlled
using the circuit shown below. The motor is controlled by a microcontroller using Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) and it is important the control system uses as little power as possible. The
motor has a power rating of 12 V 200 W and the n-channel MOSFET has an RDS value of
0·1Ω and is fully saturated.

(b)

(c)

Explain why the electronic
engineer might choose to use a
MOSFET rather than a BJT for this
particular application.
Describe an emerging technology
which may significantly change the
design of transistors and other
electronic components in the near
future.
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10. An electrical engineer is designing a small-scale community-based hydroelectric scheme.
It will use the water in a river to turn a turbine and generator. The turbine should turn at a
constant speed. A tachogenerator on the turbine shaft generates a voltage proportional to
the shaft speed. A control system processes this signal to control a motorised valve,
which either increases or decreases water flow to the turbine, in order to control its shaft
speed.
(a)

Draw a control diagram for this control system. Label all sub-systems.

The circuit shown gives a warning if the turbine speed is either too fast or too slow.

(b)

Explain the operation of the circuit shown above.

A warning lamp shows when the turbine speed varies by more than 5% (±0·15 V) from the
output of 3 V.
(c)

The total resistance of the resistor ladder in the circuit above is 12kΩ. Calculate
appropriate values for resistors R1, R2, and R3.
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Measurement of Load
Strain gauges can be used to investigate the load
on particular members of a construction. The
resistance of a strain gauge depends on whether
it is under tension or compression. The diagram
shows a single strain gauge bonded to the upper
face of a metal strip.

CLAMP

STRAIN
GAUGE

It will also however depend on temperature.

METAL
STRIP

As loads are placed on the strip, it bends,
stretches the strain gauge which in turn changes
resistance. This change in resistance can be
amplified using a difference op-amp circuit as
shown below.

LOAD
+15V

1k

Adjust the variable resistor so the
voltmeter reads zero when no
load is applied to the metal strip.

560R
1M
10k

Determine if the voltage output is
proportional to the load applied to
the strip.

47k

10k
Vout
1k

Rg

1M
0V
-15V

+15V
1k

Rg
1M
10k

10k
Rg

Since the resistance of the gauge
also depends on temperature,
any temperature change will be
"recorded" as a change in load.
In order to overcome this, it is
normal to use two strain gauges
in a voltage divider circuit.
Assuming both gauges remain at
the same temperature, they will
both change resistance by the
same amount and therefore the
circuit will remain in balance.
Further, if the second gauge is
placed beneath the strip, as load
is added, the first gauge will be
under tension while the second
will be in compression. This will
have a doubling effect.

47k

1k

Construct the circuit as shown.

Vout
1M
0V
-15V
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Assignment 17
1.

The desired position of a motorised telescope is to be set using a potentiometer. A
second potentiometer then senses the position of the telescope as it moves. The desired
position can then be compared with the current position using a suitably configured opamp, and the difference used to control a motor. A suitable driver circuit, using BJT
transistors, must allow the motor to rotate in both directions.

(a)

Complete the circuit shown below, using Yenka, to design a control system for the
telescope motor.

(b)

Describe how this system could be improved.
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2.

Many cities have introduced tram systems over the last 50 years to provide effective
transportation solutions. Power is supplied to the trams by overhead cables. The cables
must be fitted at the correct tension to ensure they operate safely. An electronic control
system is required that will monitor the tension of a cable while it is being fitted. The
system must meet the following criteria:






A red light must be on and a motor must turn while the tension is too low.
A green light must come on when the correct tension is reached, and the red light and
motor must turn off.
The desired tension must be set using a potentiometer.
The strain must be monitored using a strain gauge (or variable resistor) in a voltage
divider.
The relay switch for the motor must be controlled by a MOSFET.

(a)

Complete the circuit below to meet these criteria, and simulate it using Yenka.

(b)

Test the system to ensure it meets the specification. Describe how well this system
meets the requirements, and describe how it could be improved to operate in a real world
situation.
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